
Business Litigation/Transactional

Focused And Knowledgeable Representation In Business Matters

Kaufman Dolowich attorneys have extensive experience in all aspects of business matters, including transactions and litigation. We

encourage discussion among litigators and transactional attorneys to ensure that our litigators consider the business consequences of

your lawsuit and that our transactional attorneys protect you against potential litigation. We carefully pay attention to your goals and

develop an early case assessment to ensure that your goals are achievable. We take pride in the cost-effective representation we

provide, which includes explaining the risks and benefits of litigation so we can help you make the best decision.

Who We Represent

Our clients range from individuals to business entities, large and small.  We represent clients from all types of industries from retailers

and manufacturers to entertainment clients, developers, and financial institutions. Our clients range in size from sole proprietors to

Fortune 500 companies.

We efficiently and aggressively represent clients through every step of the process. We will consider all possibilities to find a creative

solution to meet your needs and your budget.

Handling All Of Your Business Needs

Kaufman Dolowich has the depth and experience to handle complex business matters at a national level while providing personal

service and attention. Our business practice attorneys have MBA’s, extensive management experience, and the legal expertise to

resolve your complications and maximize your opportunities. We allow you the freedom to focus on your business rather than how to

pay exorbitant legal fees. We are confident that once you have experienced the efficient expertise of Kaufman Dolowich attorney, you

will have the trust and confidence to consider us for many of your legal needs. Our business legal services include:

Business formation, transactions, and contract issues, including leases, employment matters, corporate restructuring, and general
business operations

General counsel to large companies and firms

Mergers and acquisitions, including buying, selling, advising, financing, and due diligence

Litigation, including corporate, partnership, and joint venture disputes

Dispute Resolution with an emphasis on resolving the dispute in order to minimize the financial and emotional strain involved in
protracted litigation

We provide personal attention and responsive, competent legal advice to every client. Whether it is to start, grow, sell or buy a business,

resolve a dispute or act as your personal outside general counsel, the lawyers of Kaufman Dolowich are here for you.
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